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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: Onkyo-EA70 sub amp.pdf, Found: 97 lines
	Subject	Text
	Schottky Rectifier Sub	I took out a shorted SB1060FCT - 10A, 60V Common-K Schottky Rectifier - from a LCD monitor. It is ex
	Sub for TEA1533AP	Here's something I came across yesterday. I was working on a Sharp 32f641 that had a bad SCR driver 
	












	Service Manual for Polk Audio Sub woofer PSW-140	Hi, i have a Polk audio PSW-140 sub woofer and need this technical manual because need one part of i
	acoustimass sub schematics	I have just opened my AM 10. can fax you the schematics. I try to add an amplifier. There are 3 spea
	Rattle in sub and maybe a bird	Just wanted to share this with any IL60 owners. I had a intermittent rattle in my right tower sub. 
	Zenith SL3528BG Horiz output sub	Hello Group,
Does anybody have a good substitute for the horizontal output transistor for a Zenith
	Sub Amp	Try testing the transistors first. Look for a shorted one or one that reads different than others (s
	IS 2SD2580 an OK sub for Sony HOT 2SC5426	Just wondering if it would be OK to substitute a 2SD2580 for the shorted HOT 2SC5426 in a KV27S42 (B
	Altec Lansing Sub of computer speakers	My wife accidentally shorted the input line which has caused a 60 cycle hum that increases when the 
		Update - requerst for help :-)
K, after poking around and checking all the fuses, ps etc, I attac
	Subwoofer Half Works	Alright so here's the situation.
I bought a KRK 10s subwoofer from a guy for really cheap. He sai
		#407052501 NLA. Use sub 991099935 ( AIWA).
#408470202 can be ordered.
http://www.tritronicsinc.c
	H.output transistor	If your transistor is indeed a C5801, you can sub the same with an NTE
2662.
Good Luck
	Painter chip	Hi Its about £80 to have the chip supplied and fitted you just send the sub panel with the pain
		auto works by detecting audio signal input and will place the set into standby after a period of tim
		Also, see if it still thumps if you turn the gain all the way down before powering off. If not, the 
	philips 28pw6515/05	Dan, the problem is the painter chip.
It's on the small sub board, located upright at the rear le
	












	home subwoofer	my sub does not power up,can anyone help????? PEASE...
		A couple possible solutions. X Y sustain, or the digital main or sub main.
	Pioneer DEH-P960mp Distorted/feedback	The radio just started to sound funny. So we were looking it to it and found that if you remove the
		Thanks all for the amazing information on this thread - I was able to resurrect my beloved IL-60 sub
		That is a very specific SMPS controller manufactured by Infineon & there is no sub.
Actual pa
	Old monitor turns itself off even when disconected - help!	I have an old EIZO 14'' FLEXSCAN 9060S monitor and I need it to be working at least for a month. At 
		The SE series are usually used as a hold down, protection IC. The # after SE denotes the regulated v
		All the video is processed on the digital main, so either the digital main or possibly the sub digit
	Help !! GERICOM 6200 AD !!!!	Ich suche einen Schaltplan des Notebooks 6200 AD von Gericom !
Meine Harddisk ist kaputt, und ich b
	Need Yamaha YSY160SW subwoofer service manual !!	HI All,
My sub Yamaha YST160SW went into mute mode. Need help !!. Anyone who has a service manual
	Pioneer VSX 55txi subwoofer thump	Lately when i turn on my receiver and also when i change the audio source on it i get a thump out o
	Service Manual Image Reference IG37 Please!	I just bought an Image Reference IG37 at a garage sale and the sub doesn't seem to be working and th
		Vtech thanks for the response.
I should have been more specific.
This is one of several diodes
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